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Introduction 
 

Wichita.  We’re a rich and diverse community.  Often overlooked as fly-over country here 

in the middle of the United States, we pride ourselves on minding our own business and 

welcoming strangers with a smile.  We’re a city of cowboys and airplanes and the Arkansas 

River—of tribal pow wows, spillover jazz, and wind that never stops blowing.  We’re a city of 

contradictions, too big to be just a town, too small at times for our own ambitions. 

 There’s a tingle in the air around here, an excitement as things start moving.  We at River 

City Poetry are grateful for the support we’ve received from the community, and we know the 

new year will bring wonderful opportunities for us to grow.  We’ve sponsored our first 

community events and look forward to so many more!  But we’re especially grateful to be able 

to showcase the poets in our Fall issue.  As we perused submissions and made [at times] painful 

decisions, we realized that thematic elements began to emerge, themes of intersectionality, of 

poet-as-witness, and poetry that organically expected to interact with the world.  So as part 

show-case, part education, part commiseration for the journey all poets make, we’d like to open 

with a “Disappointed Tanka: from featured poet Janet Jenkins-Stotts.”   

 

Disappointed Tanka 
 
My poems have been 
Swimming in the shallow end, 
Afraid of the depths, 
Floating on facile rhymes, as 
They slowly dog paddle home. 
 

April Pameticky, Editor, River City Poetry 
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Hopper and Dean 
Interview and Poem 

 
It’s fitting that we begin our Fall Issue with a special feature from poet Robert L. Dean. Dean 
was a pivotal participant in the Wichita Broadside Project, forming a number of collaborative 
partnerships with local artists, several products of which were chosen for distribution around 
the city.  While often solitary creatures, poets are not isolated in the cultural discourse.  Dean 
graciously agreed to answer some questions about his writing process, especially as he interacts 
with art and music.  The following interview was conducted by email: 

   Chair Car, Edward Hopper 1965 

 
What can you tell readers about your process? 

 
That’s a tough one, since I’m not sure what my process is. I’m not one of those who sit 
down and work at set times each day. I work when the words come to me, when I feel 
something flowing into me that wants to flow out onto a piece of paper. When I lived in 
Dallas I was very close friends with the slipstream novelist Patricia Anthony, and we used 
to talk about this, how neither of us worked from outline (at that time I was writing 
fiction) and how we were both character-driven as opposed to plot driven. Someone 
would start saying or doing something in our heads and we’d just sit back and listen and 
watch and write it down, like we were the conduit for something which already existed 
and picked us to write about it. Patricia called it “organic writing” and I’ve always liked 
that term, that’s still how I think of it, even though I’ve switched mostly to poetry now. 
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So, something catches hold of me, and I have to write about it without thinking it to 
death—get myself out of the way. I’ve just written half a dozen prose poems which were 
generated by experiential moments, people I saw while driving on the highway, some 
aspect of a person I encounter which seems to have deeper layers to it. I’m always 
looking for layers. 

 
For you as musician, is there a connection between your music and poetry? 

 
As to the relationship between poetry and art and music, they all deal with layers, they all 
spring from the same place in the soul but express an emotion/moment in different 
mediums, three different types of artistic ectoplasm, if you will. In a former life I was a 
jazz musician, and right now, as I’m writing this, I’m listening to Keith Jarrett’s 1975 CD 
“The Köln Concert,” at which Jarrett just sat down at the piano and started improvising 
cold, with no precomposed music, all spontaneous and very much in the moment, very 
“organic.” When I feel there may be some poetry working towards the surface in me, I 
put on a CD such as this one and listen for a while, often with the lights out, to get to an 
emotional place—let the brain sine waves find the emotional level needed for the words 
to come. Then I pull out the notebook and write a first draft. Days or weeks later I’ll put 
that draft on the computer and begin revision, which often goes through ten to twenty 
drafts before the final product, all the time trying to fine tune that frequency that 
attracted me in the first place. This is probably where my writing process differs from the 
jazz process, though I can relate it to my days as a Music Composition major at Wichita 
State University, as classical composition goes through a similar revision process. Dr. 
Walter Mays, my comp professor, gave me some advice I still follow: Let the work find 
its own form, it will shape itself if you let it—very similar to Patricia’s “organic” process. 
So, it’s kind of like the story of the sculptor approaching a block of marble; he/she 
knows the art is in there, it’s a matter of cutting away the excess stone to free it. 

 
How does Edward Hopper’s work speak to you? 
 

I’m a relative newcomer to ekphrasis. Roy Beckemeyer turned me on to it, and I’m so 
glad he did. As writers I think we are all stimulated by both the aural and visual 
happening around us. I’ve always been a Van Gogh fan, not just for his use of color, but 
his use of light. Hopper is a master of light. Not just the way light illuminates things, 
such as the passenger car in “Chair Car,” but the way it doesn’t illuminate things. In “Chair 
Car” there is almost a tsunami of light flowing in through the train car windows, yet the 
vaulted ceiling seems distant and shadowy, and the passengers are all solitary and closed 
to us and to each other. The light reveals nothing about the people, and this is so 
common in Hopper’s paintings. In “Chair Car” we are left to draw our own conclusions 
about the four human subjects, three of which we only see bits and pieces of; the back of 
a head, some hair sticking out from under a hat. And then there is the occasional oddity 
thrown in, such as the absence of a mechanism for opening the car door, which, with the 
unexpectedly high vault above, gives us perhaps a sort of claustrophobic feeling, despite 
the light pouring in. We feel uncomfortable, though well lit. Warm yet cold at the same 
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time. “Nighthawks” is perhaps Hopper’s best-known work in this vein. In 1951’s 
“Rooms by the Sea,” to which I hope to write an ekphrastic poem, goes even farther; the 
door to a room stands wide open, letting in an almost overwhelming amount of light, yet 
the room, at least as much as we can see of it, is empty, with a very blue ocean just 
beyond the threshold. Here the light illuminates literally nothing, except for a glimpse of 
furniture in the next room, around the corner of a shared wall. Someone lives here, we 
imagine, but Hopper has chosen not to include them in this glorious display of sunlight, 
leaving us with a virtually haunted but well-lit interior, though perhaps he has subtly 
made the viewer—us—the mysterious inhabitant. In a way, I think, this is like placing the 
reader as the mysterious inhabitant of a poem, and so I relate to this. Like Debussy 
painting an aural portrait of the sea in “La mer” but leaving us to bring our own boat, or 
beach umbrella. 

 
Which brings me back to Jarrett’s “Köln Concert,” which is still playing in the next 
room. All great works of art are, I think, audience enablers—and you can define audience 
any way you like—and Jarrett, simply by sitting down at a Bösendorfer in 1975 Cologne 
and letting the moment flow out through his fingers, allows us to accompany him to a 
place of self-discovery that is both his and ours. This is the best kind of art; not just an 
audience participation, but a total audience submersion into whatever this moment 
happens to be. Swimming between the layers. 

   
 
 
Chair Car 
Robert L. Dean, Jr. 
From the painting by Edward Hopper, oil on canvas, 1965, private collection 
 
Not important is where they are going 
is where they are coming from 
here is where they are now is 
this train moving is 
this a train is 
 
not as important as the light 
how it 
 
infuses everything 
with the clarity of cataracts 
illuminates nothing outside the windows 
 
is the sky the vaulted interior of this car of seats half empty is 
the interior the sky half full of light on a gray day refracted 
into the interiors into wherever whoever they are now 
these four passengers 
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retracting 
destinations departures any sense of journey 
 
or could this be it 
 
manicured rows of hedged chairs 
blunt tongued fescue door mats stuck out 
licking 
light like meat cleavers down the center aisle 
licking 
light like square-booted one-legged giant 
tracks some limb-lopped ticket puncher 
coming or going left 
some monk of the crippled always here to always there always 
neither here nor there passing shroud wrapped in light 
through this cloister of passing 
unnoticed unimportance 
punching no tickets punch left in 
the next or before car anyway 
if there is one anyway 
they don’t have tickets anyway don’t need 
a pass for this any way you can tell from 
their faces what you can see of them 
anyway whatever 
these scattershot passengers are or are not 
passing to or from 
 
and this is important 
 
the door 
the door at the far end 
what the door at the far end of this car 
doesn’t have 
a handle 
 
is what we can’t quite get 
on this picture 
out of this scenario 
is what we can’t quite get 
 
how the light bathes 
so completely the blonde woman so 
shall we say it 
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radiantly yet 
unenlighteningly her 
 
right ankle hosiery the same opaque sheen as the scenery 
behind her not passing by her face down-drawn 
drawing us to it the light like a prayer 
in her hands unopened a book 
given or received in passing an offering to 
or from the light-footed usher who has just 
passed has yet to pass is always passing 
just out of frame behind the door maybe hiding invisible impossible 
to open but ajar slightly 
 
and this is important 
 
not open is her face 
like light through a window seen 
from a street but not the lamp 
purse slipping forgotten pocket of days 
this day that day always the same dark verdurous day 
slipping from between her slightly blushed knee and the proximate arm of the chair 
is this what the 
 
black-haired bound-haired woman one seat up and across 
seat odd-angled watches 
the light 
not illuminating past her tight-lipped mouth 
her sharp nose 
angling her closed book gaze at the 
closed book or 
verdant time slipping away 
or is she 
that one darkened key-hole eye she allows us to see anyway 
the illuminato 
the hidden clue 
the sharp point of a midnight pump emerging 
like a jab at the causeway of 
day after day after day 
pointing zig zag 
to the next woman up 
a bit of face flash of neck seep of brown hair 
blue-hatted or green-hatted maybe 
a shadow of doubt maybe over her ultramarine 
shoulder maybe just barely light-touched a bit of 
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hand tiny bit we can’t tell maybe 
knitting maybe folded with some 
unseen other 
 
and this is important oh surely this is important 
 
where she’s looking 
the blue woman 
 
across the aisle again 
zig zag 
 
stare at a head 
just the back of a head 
above an antimacassar gray day blue 
like the light like the wall the cloister 
door at the center of it 
the end of it all the focus of this 
slightly off-center perspective this 
study in expansive claustrophobia 
at which he stares like one does 
on a blue gray day in the front hedge chair 
the only man in this car of hedged bet chairs 
somewhat abstractedly pondering 
 
zig zag zig zag zig 
 
the spot where there has never been 
never will be 
anything to grab onto 
wondering 
perhaps like us 
 
if this is important if 
this is still life 
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The Wichita Broadside Project 2017 
 
 A Broadside is an inexpensive 
reproduction that is posted in public 
spaces.  Historically, these have run 
the gamut from political 
proclamations to underground bands 
attempting to promote their music.  In 
this iteration, partnerships were 
formed between local poets and artists 
with the goal of creating new public 
art that could be easily and 
inexpensively distributed around the 
Wichita Metro area.  Supported by the 
Wichita Arts Council, Harvester Arts, 
KMUW, and River City Poetry, this 
project initially held several “Mixer” 

meetings to help artists and poets pair 
up.  The end result were over 33 
submissions that were part of a gallery 
reception at Harvester Arts, and 15 
prints selected for distribution by 
artists and organizers.  Plans are in the 
works for a digital portfolio in the new 
year, but we could not pass up the 
opportunity to share a small sample of 
the work here and periodically 
throughout the downloaded version of 
the Fall Issue 2017 of River City Poetry. 
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Robert L Dean, Jr. 
3 Poems 
 
Return of the Carver 
 
I ghost this 
graveyard of a day 
ciphering names 
worn to the bone 
names yet to be chiseled 
stone wombs pregnant with names 
 
absence of shadow 
shadows me 
absence of footsteps 
falling 
prayers 
flutter after me 
folded hands reach out 
lamentations 
without mouths 
lacerate flesh 
in absentia 
 
down this path 
a whisper of lilac 
lichened cherubs 
wings clipped 
fountains from which 
no salvation flows 
 
and here in the 
still center 
the eye 
weeping I reach out touch 
gnarled oak 
scarred deaths 
though the heart arrow-pierced 
beats still 
my ear drums shatter 
bleed 
names again 
to be uttered 
only when the sky speaks 
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Up 
 
Fingers pointing, look there, honey! an older couple, 
moored to the pavement, shopping bags jettisoned like ballast, 
eyes raised towards a hot air balloon, yellow green suspended 
in an otherwise flawless ultramarine 
that could be 
 
the headscarf of Vermeer’s pearl earringed girl, except 
it’s purer than that, as pure as the dewy radiance of 
the girl herself as she dares to stare right back at us, 
lips parted, their ruby red pubescence 
as enigmatic as 
 
our mysterious celestial navigator’s Lilliputian gondola, 
itself an earring depending from a bigger earring depending 
from a canvas only God could paint, 
or Jules Verne, 
but this is 
 
no five weeks’ wonder, no flight of fancy 
into deepest darkest Africa, this is an Our Town kind of town 
in the middle of Mr. and Mrs. America and All the Ships at Sea, 
which is what this sky maybe looks like, after all, 
the sea, 
 
the Mother, the amniotic primeval, life birthed on a flood tide of light, 
gill-vestiged, shaky limbed, crawling, climbing, striding forth upright, 
thumbs, fingers prying, chert-pointed, bronze-tipped, steel-bladed, 
at the oyster in its palm, daring, scarcely do the lips part, 
to ask 
 
why, what, who, when, how 
did I get here, and you and your wife and I, the only ones in the jam- 
packed Walmart parking lot who bother to look, fingers pointing, up 
—the only ones with pearls in our eyes— 
say look there, honey! the sky, the sky 
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This Last Deep Blue Day 
 
In the borderland 
between highway and woods 
 
you spy a doe’s white belly, 
legs stretched straight in rigor, 
 
a fleet dream run down. 
You consider stopping, 
 
standing her up, 
watching her bound off 
 
into the fire and gold 
of this last deep blue day 
 
before December swaggers in, 
red jacketed, guns blazing, knives drawn. 
 
Leaves shudder. 
 
You heed the warning 
and pass on by. Ahead of you, 
 
the convergence of sky and road 
keeps its distance. 
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Anne Fell 
3 Poems 
 
Farewell 

J. Scott, your dreams are done. 
Snared in your youth by Big M— 
 Heartless, 
 Trickster 
 Devil. 
Your gentle tortured soul now free 
 But your words endure in a troubled world. 
 
The genius of your soul— 
Knelt in awe of the literary greats 
F. Scott (you know) Fitzgerald—Hawthorn— 
Rowling—Thoreau—Bronte—Tolstoy— 
Huxley—Tolkien—Dickens—Lee— 
Spouting quotes from the pens of the masters 
You read long before.  Once. 
 

Genius. 
 
You drew me into journeys, 
Expanded my understanding  

of family. 
We are all part of this  

human one. 
 
You took me places I dared not dream. 
 Courtroom witness stand 
 Maximum security visitation 
 Pre-dawn in the empty parking lot 
  Of the Johnson County Jail 
 911 emergency call for an  
  Ambulance 
 Visits to a residential rehabilitation home 
 
Through it all you shared your dreams 
Your hopes 
Your disappointments 
Your fears 
 
Challenged by steel-hard public opinion 
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Your open, gentle spirit remained devoted 
To young Kassidy,  
A child sister ripped too early   
From life 

By cancer. 
 
“I love God,” she taught from her heart. 
“And God loves me. That’s all there is 
 To it.” 
 

In your world religion rejected and 
 Judged you 
 Without mercy 
For your deviations from the norm. 
Kassidy showed you—God Is Love. 
 
But not even she could stop Big M. 
 
You searched for your place, 

A home that would love you always. 
On the journey, you befriended  
 The friendless, 
Fought for those 
 In the margins. 
 
You took up causes of those 
With little voice. 
And you wrote for them. 
Because you were one of them 
And they needed you. 
 
The Pen is Greater Than the Sword, Scotty, 
Or the needle. 
 
And your words live. 
 
 Even if you don’t. 
 
In this age of rigid conservatism 
And legal discrimination, 
The civic powers criminalized  
Your disability.  Your addiction. 
When you needed help, 
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They served you blame. 
They pulled the rug of security 
And assistance 
 From under your feet. 
 
You fell. 
 
Forever. 
 
In your words, “Life is suffering. . . 
 But God is Love.” 
 
As your spirit takes its first 
Hesitant flight in freedom, 
May you find the Winds of that Love, 
And may they bear you  
 Ever higher. 
 
  Scotty. 
 
The wind is blowing. 
Rise up with it and ride. 
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Shattered 

Lost in a storm of absurdities 
I stumble on a path 
Darkened by an eclipse of my soul. 
Bits of memories collide, 
Swirling around my face,  
Stinging my cheeks,  
Settling into the ashes of life at my feet. 
 
Frozen to this spot, 
Panic shrouding my heart 
As surely and silently as the moon 
Slid across the face of the sun, 
I am overcome by fragments of 
Broken dreams, 
Slivers of shattered hopes. 
What once shone bright,  
Lighting the way, 
Now dims with sorrow and despair. 
 
Too many final farewells 
Of friends in their prime. 
Consternation at the 
Endless thwarting of efforts to care,  
Attention turned for decades to nurture other souls, 
I have lost myself. 
In a storm of archaic issues 
That should have died long ago 
Instead of you, my friend,  
I am cast adrift, rudderless and confused. 
 
Fragments of broken life 
Pummel my face, 
My thoughts, my heart, my soul. 
Too much to absorb too fast, 
The storm rages without respite. 
 
I cannot cope with insanity. 
 

Rendered immobile by despair, I stand, lost. 
No direction. Helpless. Hopeless. 
Shards of my shattered life— 
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Bits of memories from each decade 
Collide. Old hopes,  
Dreams, once-upon-a-time goals, 
Values that became 
Foundation for a future,  
War with our failures 
Covered in ash of seared 
Convictions once held dear. 
I have little time. 
No thoughts to share.  
I have no words. 
 
I stoop to sift through 
Debris of life swirling at my feet. 
I collect the ragged splinters, 
Hold them tenderly to my heart, 
Weeping. 
I am here somewhere. 
And I think, in my consternation, 
If I can find the fragments 
New art crafted from broken bits 
Can offer beauty. 
I find bits of hope in the storm debris, 
Set them in a matrix of the future, 
A Mosaic of salvaged moments 
And values I refuse to relinquish. 
 
Cradling wounded beauty of the past, 
Offering it anew to the future, 
I step forward with caution, 
Hesitant. 
 
But forward is the only way to go. 
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Tears for a Tree 

Passed daily on my way to anywhere— 
The world’s most beautiful tree,  
Stately, spreading limbs 
Offer cattle shade on hot summer days, 
Pray to the sun through winter’s dormancy, 
Rustle leaves in a fresh spring breeze. 
 
The symmetry—the shape—steal my breath,  
Command my admiration, my awe. 
Set in the valley downstream from our pond, 
Sunshine and water in abundance,  
A monument along the highway, 
A testimony to life, hope, resilience. 
The perfect cottonwood tree. 
 
But not quite. 
 
Mired against a culvert passing beneath the blacktop, 
The roots, arrested at a wall, found no anchor  
In moving water 
Or against steel.  
 
One night a wind grew 
And rain poured in sheets.  
The gale caught those majestic boughs and 
Toppled the tree. 
 
The entire tree. 
 
It crashed to the sodden earth. 
 
Next morning’s sun shone on the ruined giant, 
Uprooted by wind.  
Since the roots found no anchor. 
 
I cry for the tree.  
 

And I wonder: 
How many times have I been seduced  
By the appearance of perfection?  
How many times have I marveled 
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At majesty that turned hollow? 
 
How many times have you? 
 
Have we all? 
 
Danger and deceit 
Hide within that which is most alluring. 
 
May the crumbling leaves, 
The severed roots, and withered branches  
Long remind me that 
Beauty may beckon   
But icons collapse    
When hidden flaws surface.  
The storms of life crumble 
Monuments which steal my devotion 
And topple the idols I revere. 
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Greg Field 
3 Poems 
 
Dissolution 
 
Clothes make the body, 
her mother told her. 
She saw clothes were full 
of flesh.  In the car, 
after running through 
the downpour, she tapped 
dripping fingers on her 
smartphone until the warranty 
was useless.  She remembered 
her anticipation waiting 
for him on the bottom stair. 
She remembered the windshield 
a waterfall, her clothes 
pooling on the floor mat. 
Her body shivered under what  
clings.  The ringing in her ears 
dwindled like the rain to drizzle. 
when he pulled her door open, 
she looked down and saw 
his soul had dissolved.   
It shimmered like oil in his 
water-filled shoes.  His body 
reflected his shrunken,  
wrinkled shirt and pants. 
She felt the ridges rise 
on her fingertips.   
She remembered she hadn’t 
seen him come around 
the car, open her door. 
Her face now cloaked 
in drizzle—she was jerked 
out into the storm like 
a newborn into air— 
she was wet and alone. 
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Heaven’s Dog 

The empty streets are wet with thunder, 
with drops of another philosophy. 
A ragged dog on the corner is finally empty. 
He has given up dreams of meat and milk. 
Behind him the chapel’s doors are locked. 
His acute eyes can see the naked spirits 
blinking through the broken glass. 
Clouds and sun work together to bathe 
the barren chapel’s steps in golden light. 
A sparrow lands in this nimbus, 
boldly snatches an insect from under 
the dog’s stark belly and hops 
into the shadow beneath heaven’s dog. 
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Premonition, 1964 

  Good Friday Earthquake, 
  Anchorage, Alaska 
 
We played on ice bergs, 
leaped from one blue giant 
to another as they bobbed 
and dipped in gray water. 
I called out to my friend 
how unsteady the blue world 
was beneath the leaden sky. 
 
I saw houses shift 
and tumble into the bay 
where blue ice bergs, 
house-sized sat stranded 
by the receding tide  
in the rolling mud. 
 
I learned my friend fell 
through his funneled floor, 
his house collapsed 
onto his curled form. 
I saw his rooftop 
submerged in clay. 
Blue ice bergs advanced  
in the shifting bay. 
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Grace Marie Grafton 
3 Poems 
 
The children are lithe and descend one after another after another 
     J.J. Jarrett 
 
We were children at the tree's gate, 
we said to each other, 'Run fast so the ogre 
don't get you' and we entered the tree's secret 
chamber. We had come out of our mother's 
secrets, we knew the importance of invisibility 
and questions, of swings and daring and fun 
that's infected with fear. The brief hours 
we were excused from Time, that's what we've 
been after ever since. And yet we did not want 
to escape from our parents' bodies, the ogre 
wore the hood of our helplessness, did we 
remember when we were 'just little' and woke 
up without finding our favorite blanket? To 
learn bereavement. Woke up cold with the 
indifferent starlight in its rule-less state 
penetrating the window next to our crib. 
A long time crying until Father came through 
the doorway, picked up Blanket from the floor 
and gave us warmth and body-light. 
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Mendacity 
 the quality of being untruthful 
 a tendency to lie 
 a lie 
 
She told me she knew how to correct all her mistakes.  She told me she could rid my house of 
rats.  She told me that she won her grammar school jumprope contest four years in a row.  And 
was a spelling bee champion.  And that book, about the spelling bee winner who eventually 
fathomed the origin of all language – its inception – well, she told me that book was based on her 
and, though she didn’t want to talk about it, she understood the meaning of life.  Not just her 
own life, but ALL life.  And it had to do with the origins of language because maybe (she said she 
KNEW, I said I couldn’t be sure either that I knew or that she KNEW) life was inextricably 
intertwined with consciousness.  And that not just humans have consciousness, but everything – 
dewdrops, rabbits, dragonflies, rocks – has consciousness.  Therefore life.  She said that, if she 
put her mind to it, she could discipline her body to become an Olympic pole vaulting winner.  But 
mostly, she confided, she just wanted to be a cello player.  The cello-playing equivalent of 
Kokopele who played the world into being with his spirit flute.  But she said she wasn’t actually 
going to do that because the cello was just too cumbersome to lug around.  She had to take the 
bus and people complained. 
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After reading Bob Hicok  
 
Day hasn’t been born, I wake at four A M 
but in the absence of thought, remember 
to look for the early morning stars I seldom 
see. Gaps in the space outside my window. 
Window that provides a veil between me  
and where the neighborhood deer bed down. 
I could go out, a shadow, to spy  
on them, doe and twin spotted fawns, 
but I still hold sleep in my lap, it’s black  
and I want my dreams to tell me  
what they found in the detritus of my  
mind, take care not to dismiss too soon 
the awe-filled sight of sand dunes shifting, 
sifting sunlight into fold on fold, some kind of 
message about art’s true skin that I can’t make  
out, can only perceive from a precarious  
angle. Or else from too near the ocean,  
surf threatening to separate me from all I  
know and still want to know. I want to know  
how to get back to sleep, wouldn’t mind  
returning to the bearable danger of revolving 
sand and sloshing water, but I know I won’t enter 
that dream again. Instead I’ll dream of a jerk  
at the campground who’ll interpret the absence of  
walls as an invitation to come sit at my picnic  
table and talk trash.  
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Janet Jenkins-Stotts 
3 Poems 
 
Casualties 
 
A dream left me aching with past tense 
longing. An impossible situation, 
a long time ago, but dreams have no 
calendar. Why wake now, remembering 
 
the intensity of his need hidden 
behind a triangular smile. Instead 
recall telling him you now understand  
your role in his life, as shield from  
 
emotions he can’t unpack. He does not  
want to grasp my message, but I see it 
flash across his face. War-torn Germany,  
a mother selling the only thing she 
 
had to feed her son in a city bombed  
to dust. His shame? Being the reason for 
her shame. How long can his shame last? 
A lifetime, shown in his distrust of all 
 
women’s love, shielding his heart behind 
the barbed wire of a camp he built years ago. 
He reached out, grasped my hand, and pulled it 
through the shredding wire, wounding us both. 
 
I lock away his presence in the night’s dream 
casket, filled with rue and rosemary. 
Stay inside forever, I whisper. 
 
 
 
 
No, don’t. 
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Old Age 
 
Old age, a stealthy vineweed, 
first finds a hairline fracture 
in the mortar of your life 
 
A name you can’t recall 
an ache you can’t assuage 
a wish for larger print 
a need to nap midday. 
 
Then, the vineweed digs in deeper, 
causing cracks, not finding them, 
growing ever up and out. 
 
A thinning patch of hair, 
A loss of the way home, 
A growing fear of falling 
A badly broken hip. 
 
As vines burst into orange bloom, 
You crumble, wrapped in lovely weight, 
enriching your native earth. 
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Missing the Farm 
 
I miss 
Wild blackberries, tiny fruit guarded by innumerable thorns, 
Enormous oaks with low branches, perfect to hang a swing on, 
A cutting garden filled with iris and lilies, roses and clematis. 
Litters of soft puppies, German shepherds, Labs, and min-pins. 
 
I miss 
Hunting Potawatomie relics in the ford of a stream, 
Searching the spring woods for morels, ever hopeful, never successful, 
Walking summer pastures, surrounded by curious, nudging horses, 
Fishing in the pond where I killed a copperhead, hiding under my boat. 
 
I miss 
Visiting city folk posing for pictures on old tractors. 
Grandchildren begging to stay just one more day, 
Forty friends spread like dandelions over the lawn, 
Mother, standing in the garden, speechless with delight, 
 
I miss 
Technicolor sunsets, so common they go unremarked, 
Dawns the color of conch shells, white, coral and pink, 
Fireworks encircling our hill, celebrating each small July town, 
And stars, stars, stars, a Milky Way that was ours alone. 
 
Leaving the farm after twenty years  
was my idea. We came too late in life 
To stay any longer, but that doesn't mean 
I don't miss the farm.  
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Shannon Nakai 

3 Poems 
 
Counterpoint 

 
Walking in-step 
to the fall of rain, to the pace of thoughts 
to my husband’s hands kneading music 
on the keys, Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini 

 
 drilling the right hand to play in 4/4, common time 
 willing the left hand to play in 3/4, the waltz 
 the practiced tension of time, the dissonance of rhythm 

 
and I keep time in the kitchen 
loyally waiting, rapturously listening 
with one hand to my heart 
and the other to the taut pull of stomach 

 
 that later this afternoon will be anointed with gel 
 and probed for the whirring sound 
 of a heartbeat whipping at 172 beats per minute 

 
against a deeper, slower beat 
the bass against the treble 
my own heart being picked up 
and translated into the meld of two sounds into one. 
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Buck 

 
A buck appears— 
imposing shape  
and shadow—eating the Housmans’ 
grass with stark effrontery. Its ivory-tipped 
crown shines eight stars. Housman summons 
his children into the kitchen. The oil 
in the griddle spatters and smacks. 
A breakfast parade of coffee-grimed  
mugs, glossed eggshell, and jam 
halts on the counter. They watch— 
Sadie with her camera—the august, almost 
human face beneath the ballerina arms 
of antlers, circling its crown 
like a halo. It bows 
its sublime head, stilling the ghost breaths 
on the window. When Biscuit 
howls the buck sails, 
legs sweeping on the tides 
of an invisible current. Its white tail 
blinks out in the mesh of maple 
and yellow gingko. The Housmans stand 
for a second—the beagle whining— 
and begin stirring to life—spooning 
the egg batter into the griddle. 
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Sky Chord 
The title “Sky Chord” was taken from the acrylic painting by Sam Gilliam, 1966. 

 
We sit behind windshield wipers 
 while a helix of lightning 
unzips the sky— 

 
streetlamps, sidewalks, cigarette stands 
 in an impressionist haze 
erased and reformed before us with each 

 
swipe across the glass,  
 water dancing 
in the strobe of headlights. 

 
In a sheen of sweat, in blood, 
 I sit with you, sweet babe, 
in the muted spell between thunderclaps, 

 
pinching you to hear your siren-bellow 
 rip for the first time  
through the staccato 

 
of rising rainwater  

against our stalled car 
six miles from the hospital. 

 
If sound had a color 
 that could leave its mark, 
then you, my love, offer up 

 
a spangled cacophony— 
 your breath the hazes of blue, 
your screams as bright as the blood 

 
staining the upholstered seats, 
 smashing noisy purples 
on finger-smattered windows. 

 
A rain-filled world gleams 
 reds and blues 
as the wand of an ambulance light 

 
passes over the now slumber-pink 
 hues of your 
perfect face. 
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Michael Poage 
3 Poems 
 
American Cleavage 
 
Most of the loud noise came 
From the student section of the bleachers. 
And most of the student section noise 
Seemed to be bursting forth from 
The school twenty points behind 
With 1:48 left to play in the game. 
Denise L. wrote, “I’d call it love if love 
Didn’t take so many years….” 
 
So many years.  A lifetime of questions, 
Palm readings, leaning toward someone else, 
The pep squad doing its best to inspire  
The bodies on the field to perform beyond 
Their dreams.  After the game, after the prom, 
Life becomes all you can fumble and foul. 
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Affection 
 
On the train to Aberdeen 
The young woman, travelling 
With her boyfriend, was 
Reading a book:  I LOVE DICK. 
The young man was also reading 
But I could only see a part  
Of the cover.  It was an American  
Flag but instead of stars in the blue 
There were small Nazi symbols. 
I wanted to talk, discuss 
The books but in the midst of their reading 
They were being very affectionate 
With each other.  I did not want  
To bother them.  A small table  
Separated us so it was difficult 
Not to watch their enjoyment 
Of each other.  I tried to bury myself 
In my own book by Lahiri:  THE LOWLAND. 
Subhash and Holly were just getting 
To know each other.  He began 
Staying at her small house when 
Her son, Joshua, stayed the weekend 
With his father.  I read about 
Their enjoyment of each other. 
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Codex on the Flight of Birds 
(1505-1506) 
 
This bastard child won’t be  
Held down by your ancient 
Rules and religions.  I am a 
Genius but it all seems so 
Natural to me.  The birds show 
Us how to fly if we just  
Pay attention.  And isn’t that 
Always the problem, we don’t  
“see” the possibilities of flight 
In front of us, around and 
Above us.  “Virgin of the Rocks,” 
An earlier sketch, deserves more 
Acclaim. I mentioned that 
Earlier, look around, take to 
Heart the risk of flight and life. 
I’m the bastard child waiting 
For wings and the lonely vision 
As I circle far above you all. 
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Janet Reed 

3 Poems 
 
The Bookmobile 
 
I read borrowed stories by flashlight, 
made blankets of print 
that let me fall asleep on quiet streets 
far from our house of lunar eclipse 
where the Good Book fueled fires 
made danger, where Father,  
broken son of a town drunk, 
cudgeled compliance,  
where Mother haloed stiff  
by hairsprayed Beehive 
whined never enough. 
 
My secret saved me -- three books 
borrowed on Thursdays after school 
the bookmobile, its sweet-sour exhaust 
of warmed machine oil  
and chocolate soft serve 
called me to the wild things 
in the belly of the bus, 
thin shelves stacked tight 
with hobbit holes, wardrobe portals, 
blue-backed bios,  
Nathan Hale, Boy Patriot, 
Amelia waving good-bye from her cockpit. 
 
Contraband stowed in my bag, 
I squeezed past Father pacing 
to the whine of steel guitars, 
his high-end hi-fi in our living room 
the Devil’s backbone dropping vinyls 
of drink and redneck failure ‘til dinner, 
 
rocked by Mother in the kitchen, 
spinning her blue suede Elvis, 
shouting her love me tender tracks 
with a pale mouth of aching need  
that swallowed us all 
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to hide my books beneath the sheets 
where after devotionals, I would  
spin webs with spiders, 
find clues in old clocks, 
fly with heroes, then dream 
of railway stations, first-class tickets 
to places I would go, 
and blank pages of books I would write. 
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Maggese 
 For Erika 
 
I learned a word in Venice beside the Grand Canal: 
 
Maggese:  Wild and unkempt, it’s a vine growing  
to water, content, unmarked by need or time.   
 
Before Venice, I lived in the fold of a day planner  
bound between to-do and month-at-a-glance, 
my nights blurred a blank black 
 
I forgot how to two-step with twilight,  
find fairy rings   
pin wild violets in my hair.   
 
I missed the stars    
never saw the moonflowers  
spread their silk skins. 
 
Too long since my mind wandered  
under a full moon, 
seduced by a cat’s purr and a glass of Prosecco.  
 
Maggese.   I need this word for fallow;      
secure the food in my pantry will feed me,  
sure in the difference between excess and enough,  
 
I can applaud the untilled garden in June, 
unbind my stiff work boots and run barefoot with the dog 
wet clover at dusk, the green shag between my toes.    
 
I need a mindset for the primordial:   
a balance between sea-salted caramels 
and the sweat of hoeing weeds. 
 
Maggese is a suspended summer night,   
a firefly, the star on the tip of my nose,    
my deepening breath  blowing   
pages of planners into the stardust of possibilities.   
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Iron Mountain Ladies 
 
Ball busters, floozies, bitches, philosophers, saints: 
sister stones of the Iron Mountains tell different stories. 
 
Mouths agape, angled, the glare of afternoon sun  
show teeth locked in petrified jaws. 
I am their captive.  I cannot unhear  
their voices in the canyon’s thinned air. 
 
Some piss and moan, all mouth. 
Others flex biceps at the clouds,  
middle fingers fully extended.   
Nature bewitched and broke them.  
Mad hatters, they’re mad as hell.  
 
Crones sag, their skin wrinkled and drooped --  
crepe paper streamers the morning after, subdued.   
 
Shy ones hide behind red and white striped skirts 
and sweater sets of Aspen and Spruce 
while bold ones bare breasts coursing with milk and honey.     
All have bones washed away by tides,  
noses chipped by wind, 
jagged thighs from Jiu Jitsu matches with floods, 
their shattered pieces, litter on the road’s shoulders. 
 
I understand when I leave them.  
 
Two million years of making; 
two million years of breaking, 
iron fired on a forge of fortitude. 
 
We are sage and scrub built on the backs of our people, 
scars clotted wild with color, spirits carved from clay and flint, 
knitted sinews and tendons stretched across generations. 
 
More than our amputated parts, 
more than bone and muscle, more than ourselves. 
We and the mountain ladies stand unbowed, iron red in the sun. 
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Andrés Rodriguez 
3 Poems 
 
Haiku for Fish and Heron 
 
Below the surface 
 of the cloud-reflected stream 
  you glide in green winds. 
 
Then strikes blue lightning. 
 Stilted reaper in motion 
  gives you brightest night. 
 
Flow, wind, be water. 
 The endless ripples of time. 
  Flow, water, be wind. 
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New Home 
 
Alive again in my dream last night— 
white Egyptian cotton dress, 
hair all plump with curls, 
lips bright as glistening red wax— 
my mother stepped forth 
and led me through a seam in the air. 
 
We entered a suite of rooms 
with mahogany table and chairs, 
Persian rug, crystal goblets, 
lacy curtains swollen with light. 
She said she was happy there, 
though her mouth never moved. 
 
What about Pop? I asked, 
thinking of the empty house 
and our hollow time in the dark. 
I didn’t feel the grief of death, 
only sorrow for unvoiced words 
saying how much I loved. 
 
I toured her luxurious home, 
all of it as real and solid as life. 
She kept to one side, but her joy 
reached out like pools of water-light 
till the whole place bound me close— 
and I awoke at the threshold of words. 
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Returning to the Seaside College Town Where I Met My Old Girlfriend 

 
What a beautiful job they’ve done  
replacing the exotic atmosphere! 
Sidewalk shrines to Buddha and Bob Marley, 
homeless dropouts busking the streets, 
the hulking creature with matted duckbill hair, 
ex-psychology chair, quacking day and night . . .  
all gone, nowhere to be heard or seen. 

 
It was a time-warp stretch of America, 
a moral pedestal for the terminally hip 
whose youth and affluence failed to hide 
a darkness running wild without a name. 
We tried to give it one when we were here.  
Remember? We lived by the sea, nothing 
between us and dark restless waves. 

 
In a crash of steel, at the depth of need, 
I summon my blindness, willingly. 
I summon your tears, salt of deaths, 
and trove of pleasure on ocean floor. 
Now that it’s too late to change anything, 
I summon the names of darkness, 
the shadows watching, gathered below. 

 
Despair is to be stuck in time, unable 
to reach into the past with fluent hands 
and open eyes closed in burial sleep. 
I want to return, I want to be a god or ghost 
and unveil the wonder of our time, 
carry new names and fates to us, and recover 
the sea this love is still dreaming of. 

 
I come back, at last, after two decades, 
back to this town and shore. What I find 
slumped in the boardwalk’s old beach chairs,  
fallen from a winter’s tree-scored sky  
isn’t enough to fill any dream with light. 
There is no you here, only what I remember. 
You have vanished so that I can see you.  
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Maryfrances Wagner 
3 Poems 
 
Silent Partner 
 
 . . . I bent over,/wanting to cry out  
 It’s my best friend,/ . . .the holy dwelling 
   Sharon Olds 

  
Beneath the layers, mine were quiet eggs,  
solitary bulbs keeping to themselves.  Calls 
 
echoed. Quests always missed.  Desire,  
a steamy, loamy hotbed, voyage after voyage,  
 
found only slick and empty water.  When the nest 
had to go, I wished I wanted to keep it like a best  
 
friend or think of it as a good leather purse  
with a hanky inside, my nesting bowl, my hamper  
 
where someone quickens.  But it proved more  
a betrayer, a drying pond, a miser in a tower room  
 
counting. Only the hatchet man arrived  
each month picking for cave crystals  
 
and dodging fugitive fibroids that bloomed  
false hopes, my only pang of something  
 
extra. Every exam, the doctor re-adjusted 
for tilt. Tampons came forth  
 
crooked riders.  In the final months,  
clots flowered in the bowl like little hands  
 
blurring. Risk is a black robe  
and sickle. The lone boat loads. 
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My Mother’s White Lies  
 
If you don’t fall asleep during your nap 
 by four o’clock, you’ll get polio. 
 Then you’ll have to live  
 in a big iron tank for the rest  
 of your short life. 
 
If you giggle like that much longer, 
 you’ll get worms.  They’ll crawl  
 all through your body and come out  
 at night to look at you while you sleep. 
 
If you aren’t asleep when Santa comes, 
 he puts all of your presents back 
 in his bag and marks an X on the roof. 
 Then he never brings any more presents.    
 
If you do that, it will upset your father, 
 and you know how weak his heart is.   
 I know you don’t want to break his heart.   
 
If you keep digging deeper in that sandbox,  
 you could fall into China,  
 and we’ll never see you again.   
 
Don’t you ever get up at night and wander 
 outside.  The Boogey Man waits out there  
 for small children and eats their souls. 
 You can’t get into heaven without a soul.   
 
See, every time you fall down like that, 
 it’s for something you did wrong— 
 like not telling me the truth.  God punishes,  
 and he sees all those things  
 you aren’t telling me about. 
 
If you go in the water sooner than an hour after you eat, 
 you’ll sink to the bottom and drown, and if you have on 
 one of those bikini tops, it will come loose,  
 and the lifeguard will find you half naked  
 when he brings you out, and everyone will see.   
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If you run through the house or climb 
 into that attic, the Big Bad Wolf 
 who ate Red Riding Hood’s Nonna 
 will come out from hiding in the rafters, 
 and you can figure out the rest.   
 
Don’t ever let anybody touch you down there 
 until you’re married.  No boy will want you  
 after that because you won’t be a virgin. 
 Boys only marry virgins. You’d have to wait  
 for a widower.  They don’t care so much.   
 
Don’t sit out there in the driveway after you 
 get home from a date.  Remember, I’m watching 
 from the window, but the neighbors will see too. 
 It will ruin your reputation forever.  They’ll tell everyone.   
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Delphia in 4th Grade  
 
She skidded us off our feet in dodgeball,  
sent Bobby Shad sliding across the circle, 
sailed all kicked balls past reaching arms. 
 
Six girls followed her around like good 
Davidians armed with long nails.   
First year of integration at Linwood.   
 
Before, I had reigned as the outcast Italian  
kicker.  The day I called her Philadelphia,  
she gored me with her eyes.  As we sanded 
 
blocks for the Fort Osage replica, Bobby said,  
Philadelphia has good sanding rhythm.  She 
spun around, smacked his fingers with her block,  
 
and snapped, Don’t call me Philadelphia.  Bobby  
crept to another table.  He’s only being friendly, 
I said.  She was waiting after school.  
Could’ve laid me out with one swing. Where 
you going? Why’d you defend that little twerp?   
She clicked her long red nails, hissed, At kickball,  
 
you smacked a home run.  Lucky, I shrugged. She  
pinched my arm. Well, it’s my game.  Six girls  
moved in and narrowed their eyes.  I raised  
 
a hand.  Delphia dug a pencil into my wrist  
and scraped under my arm with her nails.  Don’t  
call me Philadelphia, and don’t kick like that  
 
unless you’re on my team. They chuckled off, clicking  
their weapons.  My mother blotted me with iodine,  
but the infection lasted through six weeks of penicillin.  
 
After that, if we played kickball and I didn’t end up  
on her team, I faked a twisted ankle, allergies, 
some reason to go back to the classroom and read.    
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Contributing Poets 

Robert L. Dean, Jr.'s work has appeared or is forthcoming in Flint Hills Review, Illya's Honey, Red River 
Review, I-70 Review, and Heartland! He was a finalist in the 2014 Dallas Poets Community chapbook 
contest. His haiku placed second in the 2016 Kansas Authors Club competition and his short fiction 
third in the 2016 Astra Arts Festival. He has been a professional musician, and worked at The Dallas 
Morning News. He lives in Augusta, Kansas. 
 
A lifelong Kansan, Ann Fell spent most of her youth in northwest Kansas, and her young adulthood in 
southwest Kansas. She landed in Winfield in 1987, to teach earth science at the high school, and has 
been there ever since.   In addition to teaching, Ann has worked as a professional piano technician, a 
handbell choir director, a photographer, and a writer. Ann’s two books, In the Shadow of the Wind, 2014, a 
memoir of her early life, and Sundrop Sonata, 2016, a novel of suspense, are available through 
Amazon.com. She blogs at www.annchristinefell.com. 
 
Greg Field is an artist, writer, and musician.  His books are The End of This Set [a chapbook from BkMk 
Press], The Longest Breath (Mid-America Press), and Black Heart (Mammoth Press).  His most recent book 
is Uncertainties (Woodley Press).  He plays drums for the improvisational jazz band, River Cow 
Orchestra.  His paintings are in private collections all over the country.  His poems have appeared 
in New Letters, Chiron Review, Laurel Review, Chouteau Review and other journals.  He is one of the editors of 
the I-70 Review.  He lives in Independence, Missouri with his wife, poet, Maryfrances Wagner and their 
dog, Sylvia Plath. 
 
Grace Marie Grafton’s most recent book, Jester, was published by Hip Pocket Press. She is the author 
of six collections of poetry. Her poems won first prize in the Soul Making contest (PEN women, San 
Francisco), in the annual Bellingham Review contest, Honorable Mention from Anderbo and Sycamore 
Review, and have twice been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. Poems recently appear in Sin Fronteras, The 
Cortland Review, Canary, CA Quarterly, Askew, Fifth Wednesday Journal, Basalt and Mezzo Cammin. 
 
Janet Jenkins-Stotts is a late blooming author of both poetry and prose.  She published her first novel 
The Orchid Garden in 2015.  Besides her interest in traditional forms of poetry, she is also known as 
Topeka’s Oldest Slam Poet when she performs at various Open Mic’s and local slam contests. She 
hopes to have a chapbook out before the end of the year. Jenkins-Stotts lives in Topeka, Kansas with 
her husband, Stan, and Romeo, their miniature pincher.  
 
Shannon Nakai is a native Kansan, poet, violinist, teacher, and traveler. After graduating with a degree 
in English and TESOL, she spent a year as a Fulbright Scholar in Turkey. Currently she is earning her 
MFA in Creative Writing at Wichita State University. She was a finalist for The Atlanta Review's 2015 
poetry contest, and her work is featured in The Bacopa Literary Review, Touchstone Journal, and most recently 
in Kaye Linden's Thirty-Five Tips for Writing Powerful Prose Poems. She lives with her husband in Wichita. 
 
Michael Poage was born in Virginia and lives now in Wichita, Kansas. He has had ten collections of 
poetry published, the most recent, HUMAN INK, is a collection of his first five books and was 
published by Blue Cedar Press in February. He has been appointed Poet-in-Residence at Dzemal Bijedic 
University, Mostar, Bosnia, for 2017-2018. He teaches English to international students at Wichita State 
University. 
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Janet Reed teaches writing and literature for Crowder College in Missouri.  She is a Prius-driving, 
Birkenstock-wearing, tree-hugging flower child whose poems reflect conversations she has with voices 
in her head.  She is a recent winner in Common Ground’s poetry contest and a 2016 Pushcart Prize 
nominee. Her work has been published and is forthcoming in multiple journals, and she is currently at 
work on her first chapbook.  
 
Andrés Rodríguez is the author of Night Song, a collection of poetry, and Book of the Heart, a work of 
literary criticism. His poems have appeared in The Cortland Review, Drunken Boat, Flint Hills Review, Harvard 
Review, I-70 Review, New York Quarterly, and other journals. He is a winner of Poets & Writers' Maureen 
Egan Writers Exchange Award for poetry. He lives and works in Kansas City.  
 
Maryfrances Wagner’s books include Salvatore’s Daughter, Light Subtracts Itself, Red Silk (Thorpe Menn 
Book Award for Literary Excellence), Dioramas (Mammoth) and Pouf (FLP).  Poems have appeared 
in New Letters, Midwest Quarterly, Laurel Review, Voices in Italian Americana, Unsettling America:  An Anthology 
of Contemporary Multicultural Poetry (Penguin Books), Literature Across Cultures (Pearson/Longman), Bearing 
Witness, The Dream Book, An Anthology of Writings by Italian American Women (American Book Award from 
the Before Columbus Foundation), et.al.  She co-edits I-70 Review.  
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